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In a recent article in the New Yorker, writer Jonathan
Franzen recounts his trip to Masafuera Island in the South Pacific, the
desolate and uninhabited setting for Daniel DeFoe’s novel Robinson
Crusoe. Franzen traveled to the island to seek refuge from a publicity
tour for his latest book, to try to catch a glimpse of the rare rayadito
bird, and to spread the ashes of his friend, author David Foster
Wallace. While he was there, he re-read Robinson Crusoe.
Franzen’s meditation on solitude, friendship, grief, and the evolution
of the novel is characteristically compelling, but it was the act of
reading a book “on location” that piqued my imagination. To me one
of life’s great joys is the synergy created between reading and place—
both for readers and writers.
Each summer, I relish the opportunity to visit our Zora Neale Hurston
teacher seminars in Eatonville, where I can re-read Hurston’s great
novel, Their Eyes Were Watching God. While the Eatonville of today
is different from the Eatonville of Zora’s youth, one can still catch
a glimpse of the town that she described as having “five lakes, three
croquet courts, three hundred brown skins, three hundred good
swimmers, plenty guavas, two schools, and no jail house.”
In our annual Florida Book Awards issue of FORUM, we once again
pay tribute to the novelists, poets, historians, artists, and journalists
who create a sense of place and promote a deeper understanding of
this state we call home. We also honor author and journalist Carl
Hiaasen, who won the Florida Lifetime Achievement Award for
Writing, sponsored by the Florida Humanities Council and presented
at a luncheon at the Governor’s Mansion. As Hiaasen reminded us
in accepting this award, many who read his books around the world
think they are wild flights of fantasy, but “we Floridians know they
are documentaries.”
I hope you will add a Florida book to your summer reading list. All of
us have much to learn about this complicated and dynamic place, and
these award-winning books are a great place to start.
					

Program Coordinator, Teachers Center
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Let Florida writers
take you places…
By Barbara O’Reilley

T

his issue of FORUM will take you from the crystalline depths of
Florida’s springs to the storied bluffs above the Apalachicola River. It
will introduce you to Dick Pope, the larger-than-life Florida character
who created Cypress Gardens out of a swamp; show you the serious
side of Carl Hiaasen, who is known internationally for his wacky “Florida noir”
novels; and give you a glimpse into the cultural journey of Wenxian Zhang, a
Floridian who started life as a child of the Chinese revolution.
You’ll meet this year’s winners of the Florida Book Awards (FBA) and read
some excerpts of their work. Enjoy the story of suspense in Florida’s ranch country
by author William Culyer Hall, a fifth-generation Floridian; the intriguing opening
of the 17th Doc Ford novel by celebrated writer Randy Wayne White; and the
strikingly beautiful imagery in the poetry and art of author/artist/adventurer
Margaret Ross Tolbert.
These authors are among the 29 honored this year in the FBA program. Now
in its fifth year, this competition is co-sponsored by a dozen cultural organizations
around the state, including the Florida Humanities Council. It is administered by
Florida State University Libraries.
“We are now the most comprehensive book awards program in the nation, and
still growing,” says FBA Director Wayne Wiegand, who co-founded the program.
The awards, announced each spring for books published in the previous
calendar year, are presented in eight categories: Florida Nonfiction, Popular Fiction,
General Fiction, Visual Arts, Children’s Literature, Young Adult Literature, Spanish
Language Books, and Poetry.
Also in this issue, we introduce you to the recipient of the Florida Lifetime
Achievement Award for Writing—a program sponsored by the Florida Humanities
Council, which oversees the nomination process, convenes a panel of independent
judges, and announces the winner.
This year’s winner, Carl Hiaasen, received the award in March at a luncheon
hosted by First Lady Ann Scott at the Governor’s Mansion. “I know that books can
have a profound impact on readers,” Scott said in her welcoming remarks, adding
that she has “a passion for reading” that she has tried to pass along to her daughters.
Secretary of State Kurt Browning, who presented the award at the luncheon,
said he’d just finished reading Stormy Weather, one of Hiaasen’s books, and
described it as an “enthralling page-turner.” Hiaasen’s often-hilarious and
suspenseful noir novels “tell stories of Florida’s beautiful and not-so-beautiful sides,”
Browning said.
We hope you enjoy reading about Hiaasen and the other award-winning
authors in this issue. For more, go to our website—floridahumanities.org—and
click on our “Book” button. There you can read insights that many of these authors
shared with us about how they find their authentic voice and how other writers have
inspired them.
BARBARA O’REILLEY is editor of FORUM.
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FLORIDA NONFICTION
A repository for dreams
By Jon Wilson

M

argaret Ross Tolbert immerses
herself in her art—literally. She explores the
physical and spiritual depths of Florida’s springs.
She dives in them, writes about them, and paints
them, sometimes drifting over massive, watery caverns while
balancing a canvas big as a table on a wobbly kayak.
She has pursued her passion for three decades—and she
has merged her art and spirit in a book that could forever
change our perspective about the treasure beneath our feet.
Tolbert’s AQUIFERious won two medals this year in
the Florida Book Awards competition: gold in the Florida
Nonfiction category and silver in Visual Arts. This is the first
time a book has placed in two categories. Besides Tolbert’s
paintings, essays, and poetry, it features photographs, maps,
sketches, scientific and historical information, and commentary
about the springs by contributing experts.
Tolbert created the word AQUIFERious to refer to all
things pertaining to the Floridan Aquifer, the 100,000-squaremile underground life force that feeds more than 700 springs
throughout Florida.
“Make no mistake,” she writes in the introduction, “the
aquifer, both a natural and cultural resource, is the liquid gold
Images courtesy of Margaret Ross Tolbert

“Passages,” 2004, paintings by Tolbert, installed at the Polk Museum of Art
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of this state. It is more valuable than
any petroleum or precious metal.”
Much of her message is a plea
to protect this precious resource
from pollution.
Says contributor Bill Belleville,
environmental author and filmmaker:
“AQUIFERious is set decidedly
apart from most art books in that it
Tolbert
reaches quite successfully beyond the
aesthetics. In doing so, it considers science—including
the study of cave animals and
hydrology—as well as the
humanities.”
Tolbert first fell in love
with Florida’s springs when she
accompanied a friend to Ginnie
Springs, on the Santa Fe River not
far from her home in Gainesville.
They rented dive masks and went
for a swim in the deep, utterly
transparent, pool of cool water—

Tolbert’s sketch of a map to
Blue Springs State Park.
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Margaret Ross Tolbert, Juniper Sand Boils, 2007. Oil and shellac on canvas, 90 in. by 90 in. Shands Corporate Collection

an experience she describes as “a moment of enlightenment”
that changed her life forever, both professionally and
spiritually.
“That was the Eureka moment, a huge orchestration of
energy,” Tolbert says. “Being in a spring is not conceptual, it’s
real. It’s freedom. You’re flying through space! It’s real, not
something you’re fantasizing about. That’s it! That’s what the
paintings are about.”
Her paintings recall the work of such artists as
Impressionist Claude Monet and post-Impressionist Paul
Cézanne, who used colors to capture the light and life of

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

their environments. But unlike these artists of the 19th
century, Tolbert captures her environment on canvases
that sometimes are 20-to-30 feet on a side. These works,
displayed in buildings across the state, are designed to
make viewers feel that they are in the springs, experiencing
them firsthand. “Walk into [a] gallery devoted to Tolbert’s
paintings and you probably will suppress a gasp,” wrote St.
Petersburg Times critic Lennie Bennett.
A visitor at the University of Florida’s J. Wayne Reitz
Union concourse recently lay on the floor under Tolbert’s
painting, Little Nemo Spring, gazed up, and absorbed the
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Photos by Stefan Craciun

FLORIDA NONFICTION

Sirena—an illusion immersed in an enigma.

Tolbert paints while drifting in a kayak.

painting’s depth, entertaining an odd sense of actually being in
the water. Tolbert understands such responses. “A spring is the
object of desire for so many people,” she said. “Any encounter is
possible. Five-hundred-year-old water. Two hundred-year-old
crayfish. It is a repository for dreams.”
Tolbert suggested that Romantic poet Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, writing in 1797 (and perhaps inspired by the
descriptions of itinerant naturalist William Bartram), seemed
to envision Florida’s springs. In his poem Kubla Khan, he
wrote: “And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething,
/ As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing, / A mighty
fountain momently was forced…”
AQUIFERious focuses on 12 of Florida’s springs. Tolbert
has visited them repeatedly to write, paint, draw, and dive
(which she does with mask and snorkel only).
Despite her passion for Florida’s springs, Tolbert is not
originally from Florida. She was born in North Carolina, where
her family tree reaches back to the 1600s, and spent many of
her wonder years in Harrisonburg, Virginia. “I grew up in a
place where there were mountains and rivers and features and
landscapes. But they were all above ground.”
Her creative and analytical inclinations emerged when she
was quite young, Tolbert said. “I woke up in bed and realized
there were lines in people’s lips,” she says. “I went to my desk
and drew them.” One of her first paintings was of “Leaping
Lena,” a horse at a rodeo, and by the second or third grade she
was writing and illustrating little books for school. She said she
knew then what her career would be.
But art was not her sole interest. She was also a longdistance runner. At the University of Florida during the early
1970s, Tolbert was a scholarship athlete on the women’s track
team. In addition, she trained with the Florida Track Club,
a wellspring of running talent that included such luminaries
as Frank Shorter, Marty Liquori, and John Parker, who has
written two acclaimed novels about the sport.
The insights she gained while distance running helped
her art, Tolbert says. “It was like going into the springs. You see

things you’ve never seen before…your mind is so active.”
Which brings us to the mysterious Sirena, an ethereal
underwater persona who sometimes wears a lovely dress and
heels while free-diving deep underwater—or perhaps rides
a bicycle far below the spring’s surface. Many photographs
of her appear in AQUIFERious. This mysterious being
resembles Tolbert and has been described as the artist’s alter
ego. But Tolbert says that Sirena is a concept and character as
fragile as the springs she haunts and must remain enigmatic.
Photographer Stefan Craciun, Tolbert’s artistic
collaborator, writes this: “Sirena has no input from the
outside world and can only be observed from a distance…
The most we can be is very fortunate observers because we
will seldom meet anyone as spontaneous and imaginative.”
He adds: “Sirena is so delicate that trying to interact with,
influence, or take her out of context will destroy her.”
On solid ground, Tolbert lives in a 1920s-era
Gainesville neighborhood called Golfview, a block from her
mother’s house and a five-minute walk from the University
of Florida campus. It is an enclave of birdsong trilling
among giant oaks draped with moss and glowing in the sun.
Sometimes Tolbert will discover raccoon tracks on a painting
she has left in her backyard to dry. This environment, she
says, is a good place to create.
But in her imagination, Tolbert is never far from a
spring. She writes:
I silently descend past striated membranes of color,
towering oppressive
dark empires in the roots of trees,
whose constellations of trapped air bubbles
look like immense cities seen from afar…
suddenly the scattered light is gathered up and
shaken out into a carpet of brilliance.
Such is her fountain of life
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JON WILSON, a retired Florida journalist, is a frequent contributor
to FORUM.
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seminole voices

D

By Julian M. Pleasants and
Harry A. Kersey Jr.

uring three tumultuous decades
between 1970 and 2000, the Seminole Tribe of Florida
underwent a dramatic transformation that affected
virtually every aspect of the people’s lives. Within a little
more than one generation the tribe moved from relative obscurity to
unimaginable notoriety, primarily as a result of the wealth derived
from its highly successful gaming and other business ventures. This
ended decades of endemic poverty for Florida Indians extending back
well before the Great Depression…
Numerous historians, anthropologists, journalists, and
government officials examined the economic, political, and social
dynamics of this transformative era, and a substantial literature
emerged…While tribal leaders came under intense scrutiny, few
writers bothered to ask ordinary Seminole people how they felt
about the ways their lives were changing. Therefore, the goal of
this book is to recount the story from a Seminole perspective by
utilizing oral histories of individuals who lived through the period
and experienced these events first-hand. The information culled from
these interviews answers an essential question: What impact did
these social and economic developments have on the everyday life of
tribal members?
The most salient result was an explosive increase in both
tribal and individual wealth. The Seminole tribal government
effectively employed the new largesse to expand its casinos and other
commercial ventures as well as to improve living conditions on the
reservations. However, this immediate increase in disposable income
had a variety of unanticipated outcomes for individuals, families, and
the Seminole community as a whole. Many interviewees expressed
concern that the new wealth would diminish the motivation of
school-age youngsters to complete their education or to pursue
gainful employment.

Photo: Florida State Archives

From Seminole Voices: Reflections on Their Changing Society, 1970–2000
© 2010 by the Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska

Seminole children playing stickball in 1989.
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Julian M. Pleasants and Harry A. Kersey Jr.
Silver Medal, Florida Nonfiction

This book, a compilation of interviews
with more than 200 members of the Seminole
Tribe, was a natural collaboration between
two Florida professors: Harry A. Kersey Jr. and
Julian M. Pleasants. Kersey is a Florida Atlantic
University history professor emeritus who served
as a consultant to the Seminoles in several of
their federal land claims and water-rights cases.
Pleasants is a University of Florida history
professor emeritus and director emeritus of the
Proctor Oral History Program.
They interviewed tribal members from 1969
to 1971—and again from 1998 to 1999. Seminole
Voices traces the tribe’s arc from
dependence on agriculture,
tourism, and government
aid to their hugely profitable
entrepreneurial success with
casinos and Hard Rock
International.
Kersey has written or
co-written
several books
Pleasants
about Florida’s Seminole
and Miccosukee Indians,
including An Assumption of
Sovereignty: Social and Political
Transformation among the
Florida Seminoles, 1953–1979,
and Buffalo Tiger: A Life in the
Everglades.
Pleasants is the author
Kersey
of several books, including
Hanging Chads: The Inside Story of the 2000
Presidential Recount in Florida.
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cypress gardens
By Lu Vickers

Reprinted with permission from the University Press of Florida

B

ut how did Dick Pope get people to come? To
Imperial Polk County, smack dab in the middle of the state? Like the
proverbial Creator, or more accurately, like the folks who drained the
Everglades, or like Carl Fisher, who drained and filled wetlands to create
Miami Beach, Dick Pope scooped mud out of canals, drained the swamp, and
filled the land with brightly colored flowers. But instead of just standing back and
admiring his Garden, he whipped out a camera and started taking photographs, and
before long he peopled those photos with
southern belles and water-skiers, and the
tourists came and the newspapers came and
the film crews came and they came and they
came and they came.
In 1963, Cypress Gardens and the
Grand Canyon tied as the number-one
tourist attraction in the country. Number
One! And the Grand Canyon is 277 miles
long, 18 miles wide, and one mile deep. It
could hold a thousand Cypress Gardens,
and yet in 1972, a year after Disney dropped
its Mickey bomb on Florida, author Frank
Deford wrote that if he could take a visitor
Dick Pope poses in 1968 with one of the belles
who graced Cypress Gardens. Behind them is an
from another country to only one attraction
elephant named Dumbo.
in the United States, he would take them to
Cypress Gardens. Not to the Grand Canyon or Disney World. “Cypress Gardens is
American to the core,” he wrote.
But why? The answer lies in that truly American form of storytelling that
reveres the larger-than-life hero. The tall tale. Think Paul Bunyan and Babe the
Blue Ox. Johnny Appleseed. Annie Oakley. Pecos Bill. Dick Pope. Dick Pope was a
small man, but he believed in outrageous gestures, like claiming he was “born in the
middle of an Iowa cyclone,” and wearing outlandish suits that looked like they were
sewn from drapes. “As you can see,” he said, “I’m a short person, so I have to dress
noticeably to get attention. If I didn’t wear the flashy jackets, people would think
I’m just a tall fire hydrant.”
One writer called him a “sartorial symphony in lemon slacks, lemon sports
shirt and lemon sports jacket.” Pope didn’t just go for bright colors; his wardrobe
included floral-print jackets and white, perforated alligator shoes. “I’m not a funeral
director,” he said. “I’m a salesman of Sunny Florida, and I like my clothes to match
my job.” He once chastised the Florida Council of 100 for dressing “like a bunch of
morticians,” and bought blue-and-white-striped sports jackets for each one of them.
He gave away flowers by the stem and the boxload and once planned to blanket the
streets of New York City with a million gardenias dumped from a plane. The Civil
Aeronautics Board intervened. He famously told Conrad Hilton, the Californiabased hotelier, “I just love your state; I bought my first and only overcoat there.”
From Cypress Gardens, America’s Tropical Wonderland, © 2010 by Lu Vickers
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Lu Vickers
Bronze Medal, Florida Nonfiction

In 2007 Lu Vickers decided to
write a book about Cypress Gardens,
the famous 70-year-old Florida tourist
attraction perhaps best known for its
colorful postcard images of bathing
beauties and acrobatic water-ski shows.
In 2009—a year before her book was
published—the park closed. Because of
this timing, Cypress Gardens, America’s
Tropical Wonderland can be seen as
a tribute to a classic Florida roadside
attraction—and its founder, Dick Pope.
“I’m just glad I caught a slice of
history before
it completely
changed,” Vickers
told the Lakeland
Ledger. The
property is slated to
be converted into
a modern tourist
destination named
Vickers
“Legoland.”
This is Vickers’s second book about
an old-school, pre-Disney attraction.
Her book about Weeki Wachee, the
spring of mermaids, appeared in 2007.
Vickers, a Tallahassee Community
College professor, grew up in
Chattahoochee, where she enjoyed
swimming and fishing at Lake Seminole
and searching for Indian pottery on
the banks of the Apalachicola River.
She had never visited Cypress Gardens
before researching it.
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crossing the creek
By Anna Lillios

Crossing the Creek: The Literary
Friendship of Zora Neale Hurston and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings tells the story
of the complicated interracial friendship
between the daughter of an Alabama slave,
Zora Neale Hurston, and a transplanted
upper-middle-class Yankee, Marjorie Kin
nan Rawlings, during the 1940s, when both
women were at the height of their literary
creativity and fame…
The similar way in which they describe
their communities…is important in making a
connection between these two very different
writers. In a letter written shortly after they
Zora Neale Hurston
had met, Hurston defines their affinities:
“Whether it pleases you or not, you are my sister. You look at plants and animals
and people in the way I do. You are conscious of the three layers of life, instead of
the obvious thing before your nose. You see
and feel the immense past, what is now, and
feel inside you something of what is to come.
Therefore you are not pacing the cell of the
current hour. You are free because you have
made your peace with the universe and its
laws. You are deep and fine.”
Hurston praises Rawlings not only
for her ability to observe the outer layer
of things but also for her genius at going
deeper: “You turned your inside light on
there [sic] community life, and it broke
like day.” Hurston claims that Rawlings is
fully aware both of the reality of the life she
depicts and also its mythic aspects, that is, her
consciousness of the “three layers of life.” She
finds in Rawlings’s work a faithful representa
tion of everyday village life and also a
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
recognition of its cosmic significance. Above
all, Hurston notes that Rawlings’s ability to understand the workings of the universe
allows her to empathize with her characters, particularly her black characters: “You
looked at them and saw them as they are, instead of slobbering over them as all of
the other authors do.”

Anna Lillios
Bronze Medal, Florida Nonfiction

Florida literary legends Zora
Neale Hurston and Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings developed an intriguing
friendship that included Hurston’s
offer in a letter to be Rawlings’s maid.
Was Hurston demeaning herself or was
she making the offer as a sarcastic joke?
This question led Lillios, an
associate professor of English at the
University of Central Florida, to write
Crossing the Creek. The book, which
contains interviews with people who
knew both women, explores several
fascinating issues, including the
challenges of an interracial friendship
in the Jim Crow South.
“The image of Hurston serving
as a maid in Rawlings’s home did not
correspond to what I knew about
Hurston’s spunk. I felt that this
letter—and what lay behind it—was
the germ of a fascinating story,” Lillios
told Southern Literary Review.
Lillios, who lives in Casselberry,
Florida, is an expert on both writers.
She is the coeditor of the Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida
Literature and the director of the Zora
Neale Hurston Electronic Archive.
She also is the executive director and
a trustee of the Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings Society.

From Crossing the Creek: The Literary Friendship of Zora Neale Hurston and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, © 2010 by Anna Lillios
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ultimate tarpon book
By Randy Wayne White and
Carlene Fredericka Brennen

Randy Wayne White:
Each spring, for reasons no researcher understands, tarpon would appear in the
littoral: wild pods of broaching fish, six feet long, chromium bright, and mindless
as beams of light. It was a fish that, in its driven behavior and prehistoric physiology,
implied some deeper design. What, no one knew. You could hook them, touch them,
gaff them, hang them, stuff them, visit upon them any outrage, even dissect them,
but part of their life, the design and movement of it, was still private, beyond reach or
understanding. I don’t know why I found that so compelling, but I did. I do.

Randy Wayne White and
Carlene Fredericka Brennen

Carlene Fredericka Brennen:

Bronze Medal, Florida Nonfiction

The silver image shot like a rocket into the air with such force, such fury, he
took us all by surprise. The tarpon’s massive head rocked from side to side, his gill
plates opening wide, exposing a blur of red as he tail-walked above his own wake and
then came crashing back into the bay with the sound of breaking glass. Again and
again the giant fish made his leap for freedom, his large eyes locked with those of his
huntress. Little did he know, this magnificent gladiator of the sea who had already
lived possibly thirty to forty years would soon be released to catch another morning
in the quiet of another bay.

Randy Wayne White is a widely known
writer of suspense novels like the Doc Ford
series, but few readers may
know that White spent
13 years as a professional
tarpon guide. Coauthor
Carlene Fredericka
Brennen fished for tarpon
competitively for 15 years.
For decades, the two have
collected books, research
White
papers, and popular
literature about the feisty fish, which also are
known as silver kings.
Their 436-page book bursts with rare
images, first-hand accounts from both anglers
and guides, and profiles of southwest Florida
fishing pioneers who were the first to experience
the power and majesty of
the mighty silver kings.
White also won
a medal this year in
the Popular Fiction
category. In addition to
his numerous novels, he
has written columns for
Outside and Men’s Journal
Brennen
magazines. Brennen, a
former newspaper publisher, is the author of
Hemingway’s Cats: An Illustrated Biography
and coauthor of Hemingway in Cuba. She also
collaborated on Randy Wayne White’s Gulf
Coast Cookbook: With Memories and Photos of
Sanibel Island.

Photo: Florida State Archives

From Randy Wayne White’s Ultimate Tarpon Book: The Birth of Big Game Fishing, © 2010 by
Randy Wayne White and Carlene Fredericka Brennen

A tarpon’s leap for freedom is captured in this photo by Julian Anthony Dimock in about 1908.

“I have to feel passionate about the subject, almost an
obsession. When that happens the words flow. It is this
energy that drives the story.”
—Carlene Fredericka Brennen
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 2011 AWARD WINNERS!
2011 FLORIDA BOOK
AWARD FOR
BEST POPULAR FICTION

2011 STETSON
KENNEDY AWARD

AND

2011 PATRICK D. SMITH
AWARD
$19.95

$19.95

AND CONGRATULATIONS

TO OUR

PREVIOUS AWARD WINNERS INCLUDING:

A Trip To Florida
For Health and
Sport: The Lost
1855 Novel of Cyrus
Parkhurst Condit

Then Sings My
Soul: The Scott
Kelly Story

Florida’s Big Dig:
The Atlantic Intra‐
coastal Waterway

Maurice O’Sullivan
Wenxian Zhang
$14.95

Dorothy W. Smiljanich
$17.95

William G. Crawford
$29.95 paperback
$34.95 hardcover

2010 PATRICK D. SMITH AWARD

2008 CHARLTON TEBEAU AWARD

2008 REMBERT PATRICK AWARD

Crossing
Division
Street: An Oral His‐
tory of the African
American Commu‐
nity in Orlando

Florida’s Frontier—
The Way Hit Wuz

Benjamin D. Brotemarkle
$19.95

Mary Ida Bass Barber
Shearhart
$19.95

2006 SAMUEL PROCTOR AWARD
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2005 PATRICK D. SMITH AWARD
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Florida
Tales:
Historical Adven‐
tures for Young
Floridians

Nick Wynne
$12.95
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the trouble with panthers
By William Culyer Hall

I

n the hour before dawn Seth Rawlerson
leaned against the barn directly below the Curlew
Cattle Company’s sole nightlight. A still, amber figure,
he stood one-legged with a boot jacked back against
the concrete wall, a lit cigarette wedged in the fingers of
his right hand. He waited, gazing at the outlying darkness,
listening to the mercury-vapor lamp hum above his head.
When the boy led a saddled horse from the open barn bay to
his left, Seth drew on the cigarette and turned sufficient to
address his son.
“You run across any trespassers out there,” he said, “don’t
go tryin to be no hero. You come get help.”
The boy halted the Appaloosa and turned and grasped
the pommel horn and swung effortlessly into the saddle. He
looked down at his father, the horse stepping and standing
and tossing its head. “Yessir,” he said. “I ain’t feelin one bit
heroic. It’s all I can do to keep my eyes open.”
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Seth Rawlerson exhaled twin streams of blue-gray
smoke from his nose. “Well see that you don’t let old Sol
talk you into nappin when he peeks over the trees. We got to
be in Daddy’s office at eleven sharp.” Rocking forward, the
cowman then pushed away from the barn wall. He dropped
the cigarette to the ground and snuffed it with his boot.
“Just check the north fence and come on back. You find any
breaks, don’t try to patch ‘em. We’ll take care of it after the
meetin. You got that?”
Casting his father a sideways look, the boy squared his
hat and shifted the reins to his right hand. “Yessir. It’s a lot
to remember, but I reckon I got it.” That said, he nudged the
horse’s flanks with his heels, and the animal stepped into the
surrounding night.
Seth momentarily stood mum, staring at the dark void
now before him, listening to the waning clop of hooves. Then
he smiled and shook his head and muttered: “smartass.”

F L O R I D A
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The near-full moon already set, the boy rode blindly at first,
trusting the horse and memory while waiting for his pupils to
dilate. He headed due north, negotiating two cross fences in
rapid succession, opening and closing the galvanized metal gates
without dismounting, with scarcely a rattle of steel or break in
forward momentum. Once beyond the encumbrances, he urged
the horse to a brisk walk, following a trail etched in each of their
minds by simple repetition. It was early November and the Florida
morning pleasantly cool, the promise of a new day slowly thinning
the eastern edge of night, a fine, peaceful beginning, and in it, no
warning of any sort…
He followed the fence at a leisurely pace, occasionally listing
in the saddle to examine some particularly interesting sign in the
plowed ground, but mostly just daydreaming and reveling in the
beauty of the morning, the sun warming his back, his new shadow
stretching long and thin over the ground ahead. He rode, and in
an hour he’d seen plenty of sign but no breaks in the fence, no
storm-leaned trees having succumbed to gravity, none affecting the
fence anyway. And a few minutes on there were no longer trees to
evaluate, those populating each side of the fence suddenly ending
and the single-filed posts of the fence left to march westward
through a treeless plain, through waist-high switchgrass and a
few squatty wax myrtles. And beyond the tall waving grass lay
seemingly nothing, a great void where sky and earth blended
seamlessly together.
The boy stopped the horse and sat looking and listening.
He squinted against the haze of distance in studying a horizon
completely unreadable, a mirage, a ragged formation of dark
clouds. He smelled fish and decaying vegetation. He heard an
osprey’s shrill racking cry. Then he twisted in the saddle to locate
the sun. Nine o’clock, he judged, no later than nine thirty. He
turned back and reached and stroked the horse’s neck. “Let’s
take a peek at the lake,” he said, and the horse shook its head and
emitted a low whicker. “We got time—long as you don’t let me
get distracted.” Then he clucked the horse forward, veering from
the fence, quitting the firebreak and angling southwest through
the stirrup-deep switchgrass. Shortly, he saw the shimmering
water of Lake Kissimmee, and something else that instantly
quickened his pulse.
The unnatural arc of an airboat cage was just visible above
the switchgrass. He stopped the horse and stood in the stirrups.
Definitely an airboat. He settled back in the saddle. Shifting the
reins to his left hand, he reached back with his right and slid his
grandfather’s rifle from its boot scabbard. He looked at the model
1873 Winchester, a lever action forty-four-forty in his family’s
possession for more than a century. He felt the weight of it in his
hand. Then he stood the weapon on his thigh and put the horse
forward at a walk.
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William Culyer Hall
Gold Medal, Popular Fiction

A fifth-generation Floridian with a love of action,
William Culyer Hall studied wildlife ecology, became
a submariner in the U.S. Navy, and was named Florida
Cross Country Coach of the Year in 1988 and 1989. He
began freelancing as an outdoors writer in 1997 and has
published numerous feature articles and short stories.
In The Trouble With Panthers,
his second novel, Hall’s love of
natural Florida is apparent. He
tells a suspenseful story of a cattleranching family struggling through
a generational transition as Florida
itself changes—and a serial killer
stalks the remote rural areas.
“I tend to describe this story as
Hall
a tragedy, because…being a native
Floridian, the things I see happening to the state in my
lifetime are tragic. That’s just how I view them,” Hall said
on a Florida Historical Society radio program.
Hall is a Lakeland native whose father knew famous
Cross Creek resident Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings.
The father of four sons, Hall lives in Rockledge with
his wife Cheryl.

“When I first begin a story, nothing
seems to work, to flow. But with patience
and perseverance, I eventually am able
to hear myself, to compose sentences that
feel right for me. I have to be stubborn.
Stubbornness is my strongest asset when
trying to find my inner voice.”

From The Trouble with Panthers, © 2010 by William Culyer Hall
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deep shadow
By Randy Wayne White

Tuesday morning, King was watching the sky, relieved there were no search
helicopters plowing the horizon, like the day before, and he thought, Good.
Maybe Florida cops had arrested someone else for the murders.
King was about to tell Perry, “Let’s get the bikes and head south,” meaning
Homestead or Key West. Anywhere but here, where they’d been hiding for two days,
sleeping with ants and mosquitoes, near a teardrop-shaped lake, black water and cypress
trees, in the boonies of central Florida, sixty miles south of Orlando.
Perry had shushed him, though, flapping his hands, saying, “Listen. You hear that?
Someone’s coming.” A moment later, Perry had crouched lower, hissing, “Listen!”
Perry, a man with small hands and a small brain but good ears.
Shit. He was right.
Twenty minutes later, King and Perry were in the trees, south of the lake, watching
four men with machetes hacking a path for a diesel pickup, a truck that made a whining
sound when it accelerated.
Three men plus a teenage boy,
actually. Indian-looking kid in
jeans, a red wind band around
his head, black hair long, like
an Apache in a TV western.
Miles from the nearest
dirt road, but here they were.
Perry’s expression read Can
you believe this crap?
The truck crept forward
. . . stopped . . . bounced over palmetto stumps, then stopped again, while a crabby old
redneck sitting behind the wheel yelled orders.
“Fifty more yards, Doc, we got her licked!”
Doc? King studied the men. Unlikely that it was the hippie-looking dude, skinny
with ribs showing, or the Apache teenager, which left the man who was doing most of
the work. He was a nerdy-looking guy with glasses tied around his neck, but he had a
set of shoulders on him. Forearms, too. A doctor, maybe, but the teacher variety, not a
real doctor, because, sometimes, when they spoke to the guy, they called him Ford.
Perry whispered, “You think they’re cops? They don’t look like cops.”
No. Cops wouldn’t be driving a truck loaded with scuba diving gear, a generator
and a bunch of other stuff that Perry and King watched the men unload, half an hour
later, interested now instead of worried.
Nice-looking Dodge with oversized tires, the tow-rig package. Easy to steal, once
the men put on those wet suits and went into the lake, which it appeared they were
going to do—as long as they left the keys in the damn truck.
It should have put Perry in a better mood. Instead, when King said, “Looks like the
King was right. Our luck’s changing,” Perry stared at him, then spit in the direction of
King’s feet, before saying, “You haven’t been right since we left Indiana.”
Not something King would have admitted, but it was true.
From Deep Shadow, © 2010 by Randy Wayne White
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Randy Wayne White
Silver Medal, Popular Fiction

Known as Rando to his pals,
Randy Wayne White claims his writing
career was pure accident. “When
my marina closed in 1987, I wasn’t
qualified to do anything, so I wrote
[first novel] Sanibel Flats,” he said.
Deep Shadow is the 17th of White’s
18 Doc Ford novels, a thriller series about
an intrepid marine biologist and his
peculiar sidekick. In
this novel, Ford takes
on murderers and excons during a search
for a legendary plane
wreck loaded with
Cuban treasury gold.
Like his hero,
White is a man
White
of action. Last
year, he swam 3.5 miles across Tampa
Bay—in 37-degree weather—as part of
a Navy SEAL–sponsored fundraiser.
The former fishing guide was also
honored with a silver medal this year for
coauthoring a nonfiction work about
tarpon fishing, one of several books
White has written in that category.
White is married to singer Wendy
Webb. They live on an island off the Gulf
Coast in an old Florida Cracker house
built on the remnants of a pre-Columbian
shell pyramid. White will be honored later
this year as a Florida Literary Legend.
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Joyce Elson Moore

Charles Martin

James Grippando

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Bronze Medal, Popular Fiction

Home, hobbies, and history
comprise some of Joyce Elson Moore’s
eclectic interests. The Hernando,
Florida, resident also loves animals, and
lives with a rescued boxer dog, rabbits,
squirrels, a coyote, and gopher tortoises.
Her writing interests include
historical fiction, and her book The
Tapestry Shop is in that genre. It is about
a 13th century minstrel who first told the
story of Robin Hood.
The Florida native also writes or
contributes to three blogs, revels in
her love of France,
enjoys ballroom
dancing, practices
yoga, and takes
classes in “almost
anything she has
not yet tried.”
Moore also has
penned The Haunt
Moore
Hunter’s Guide to
Florida, a ghostly where-to-look book.
Moore participates enthusiastically
in writing contests and advises all
writers to do the same.

Charles Martin has cried while
writing each of his eight novels.
“I know, I know…but I did,” the
Jacksonville native writes on his website.
“If I don’t experience it emotionally,
why in the world should you? If it
doesn’t touch me,
how will it ever
touch you?”
The selfdescribed introvert
writes at home in
a converted closet.
For fun and fitness,
he bow hunts,
Martin
works out using
old-school exercise movements and a
program called Fight Fit, and practices
Tae Kwon Do. He has attained blue belt
ranking in the martial art, but said, “I’m
the least flexible person you’ve ever met.
The guy that trains me laughs every time
I start warming up.”
Martin’s stories typically examine a
character’s arc from hurt to healing. The
Mountain Between Us tells a tale of two
people and a dog, survivors of a plane
crash in a remote mountain wilderness.
Martin and his wife Christy
have three sons. The family lives in
Jacksonville, where Martin is a fourthgeneration resident.

James Grippando became a suspense
writer after 12 years as a trial attorney with
a Miami law firm. His first novel, published
in 1994, delved into the death penalty—an
issue that related to cases he dealt with
during in his first job out of law school.
Seventeen novels later, Grippando has
seen his work translated into 26 languages.
Money to Burn is about a Wall Street
investment hotshot whose wife vanishes on
their honeymoon. Four years later, because
of identity theft, he is financially ruined.
The question is: Did his wife return to
cause the destruction?
Grippando was
born in Chicago and
reared in rural Illinois
before his family
moved to Florida. His
life as a writer began at
age 11 when he wrote
a comedy western.
Grippando
He put friends in it as
characters so they would listen to him read
the story aloud.
Grippando lives in Coral Gables with
wife Tiffany, three children, and three cats.

“Because my thoughts are the essence of
my being, a reflection of what I have read
and loved and lived and cared about,
voice cannot be forced.”

“Honesty is the key to finding your
inner voice.”
— James Grippando

—Joyce Elson Moore
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A passionate voice for Florida
By Barbara O’Reilley

Carl Hiaasen is known internationally for his satirical novels
featuring screwball characters in weird situations that could happen
only in Florida. He’s been credited with almost single-handedly
creating the “Florida noir” mystery genre.
Hiaasen

Photo by Stacy Ferris, Executive Office of the Governor

But back at home, he’s also known as the take-no-prisoners
columnist for the Miami Herald who for 25 years has ripped
into the less-seemly sides of Florida politics and culture. He has
particularly targeted political corruption, crime, overdevelopment,
environmental degradation, and—you guessed it—screwball
characters in weird situations that could happen only in Florida.
As a journalist he writes with “ferocity and passion, mordant
wit, and moral outrage,” said one of his editors. He’s been
compared to such great American muckrakers as Baltimore’s H.L.
Mencken and Chicago’s Mike Royko.
In addition to producing a dozen novels, four nonfiction
books, and thousands of newspaper columns over the past few
decades, he has also written three popular children’s books.
In March, Hiaasen was named recipient of the 2011 Florida
Lifetime Achievement Award for Writing. “Hiaasen’s writing
embodies a consistent, often inspired, voice for preserving and
protecting Florida and Floridians,” stated the award judges.
The Florida Humanities Council, which originated the
award last year, oversees the nomination process, convenes a panel
of independent judges, and announces the winner. Last year’s
recipient was Michael Gannon, Distinguished Service Professor of
History Emeritus at the University of Florida.

Hiaasen accepted the award at a luncheon hosted by First
Lady Ann Scott at the Governor’s Mansion in Tallahassee, not
exactly a comfortable venue for a columnist who has taken on
every governor since 1985—or the novelist who created the
character “Skink,” a former governor who is a crazed, swampdwelling environmental terrorist.
“This is the first I’ve been to the Governor’s Mansion,”
Hiaasen said in his remarks at the award luncheon. “Shockingly,
I’ve never been invited here before. Truly, I’ve pissed off every
single governor since Bob Graham.”
Hiaasen, 58, emphasized that his choice of targets has
nothing to do with political affiliation—and everything to do with
his love of Florida. He was born and raised in western Broward
County when it was a rural enclave of woods and swamp. He lived
through Florida’s half-century of astounding population growth—
much of it centered in the southeastern part of the state.
As a boy, he witnessed the bulldozers clearing trees to make
way for more and more houses, roads, commercial strips, and
malls. He saw wetlands filled and waterways polluted. He traces
his sense of moral outrage to this violation of “a place that I love.”
“I’m going to go after anyone who I think is bad for the state,”
he told the Tallahassee Democrat in an interview after receiving the
award. “For anyone who has kids or grandkids who
intend to live their lives as Floridians, there is no
way you can stand on the sidelines, watch the circus,
and not say something.”
Over the years, Hiaasen has said that he
gets the ideas for his wacky novels directly from
the newspapers. “Everyone in Florida knows the
novels are documentaries,” he quipped at the award
luncheon.
He added that he first came in contact with
“the full bounty of Florida’s weirdness” at age 25,
when he started as a Miami Herald reporter. The
writing, he said, “is psychotherapy for me. It’s a lot
cheaper than seeing a shrink.”

Hiaasen, recipient of the Florida Lifetime Achievement Award for Writing, speaks at the award
luncheon in the Governor’s Mansion in March. Seated at right are First Lady Ann Scott and
Secretary of State Kurt S. Browning.
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BARBARA O’REILLEY is editor of FORUM.
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Paradise Screwed
By Carl Hiaasen

O

ver the years, my
father and grandfather
told me so many stories
that the Keys had
become in my young mind a mystical,
Oz-like destination: a string of roughcut jewels, trailing like a broken
necklace from Florida’s southernmost
flank—the water, a dozen shades of
blue and boiling with porpoises and
game fish; the infinite churning sky,
streaked by pink spoonbills and gawky
pelicans and elegant ospreys. This I had
to see for myself.
On a summer morning we headed
down U.S. 1, which was (and remains)
the only road through the Keys.
Although we lived in Fort Lauderdale,
merely a hundred miles north, it might
as well have been Minneapolis. The
drive seemed to take forever. From the
backseat I watched fruitlessly for evi
dence of paradise, but all I saw were
trailer parks, gas pumps, bait shops,
mom-and-pop diners, bleached-out
motels and palm-thatched tourist sheds
that sold spray-painted conch shells…
We passed the charter docks at
Bud n’ Mary’s, where the great Ted
Williams occasionally could be found,
and suddenly blue water appeared on
both sides of the Overseas Highway.
To the distant east was the full sweep
of the Atlantic, deep indigo stirred to
a light, lazy chop. To the near west was
Florida Bay, glassy and shallow, with
knots of lush green mangroves freckled
with roosting white herons. At the
time I didn’t know the names of these
islands, but they were Shell Key, Lignum

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Vitae, the Petersons, the Twin Keys,
the Gophers—places where I would
spend, in coming years, hundreds upon
hundreds of hours, none wasted.
The Keys never looked so
enchanting as they did on that morning.
As soon as we got to the motel, I
grabbed a spinning rod from the car
and made straight for the pier. Standing
at the brim of those velvet horizons,
gulping the sharp salty air, I understood
what my father and grandfather meant.

This was an honest-to-God wilderness,
as pure and unspoiled and accessible as
a boy could imagine. On my first trip
to the Gulf Stream, I caught no marlin,
only a bonito, but it pulled harder than
anything I’d ever felt. It was a great day,
made better by the fact that [despite an
unseaworthy stomach] I’d managed to
hold down my lunch.
The deep-running Atlantic
was undeniably impressive, but the
calm crystal flats of the backcountry
intrigued me the most. To wade the
banks was to enter a boundless natural
aquarium: starfish, nurse sharks, eagle
rays, barracuda, bonefish, permit, and

F L O R I D A

tarpon, all swimming literally at your
feet. The flats rippled with unique
tidal energies—sweltering, primeval,
seemingly indomitable.
This was around 1959, and nobody
considered the possibility that the
shoals of the Keys might be destroyed
and that it might happen within a sin
gle human generation. Unimaginable!
Life flourished everywhere in this
tropical embrace, from the buttonwood
hammocks to the coral reefs. The sun
was so warm and constant, the waters
so wide and clear, the currents so
strong. Destroyed—how? By whom?
Over centuries the Keys had survived
droughts, floods, and the most ferocious
of hurricanes. What was there to fear
from man?
The worst, as it turned out. The
population of Miami exploded during
the next three decades, and urban blight
metastasized straight down Highway
1, bringing crowds, crime, garbage, and
big-city indifference to the Keys. The
quaint and casual opportunism of the
islands was replaced by an unrelenting
hunger to dredge, subdivide, pave,
build, and sell. It was tawdry, sad, and
probably inevitable. By the 1980s,
southeast Florida was home to four
million souls, increasingly frenetic
and determined to recreate at all costs.
Where else would they go but the Keys?
From “The Florida Keys: Something Precious
Is Falling Apart,” in Paradise Screwed, ©2001
by Carl Hiaasen. This essay was originally
published in Heart of the Land, edited by The
Nature Conservancy.
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Michael R. Pender Jr. of
Bradenton has been elected
to a three-year term on the
Florida Humanities Council
Board. Pender, a certified public
accountant, has an extensive
background in civic and fraternal
activities and, last year, was
named chairman of the Florida
Association of Certified Public
Accountants. His community
involvement in the Sarasota area
Pender
includes his work with the highly
successful Sarasota Opera and the board of the Asolo
Theater. Pender has also served on the audit committee of
WEDU-TV, a PBS station for West Central Florida, and
is a founding member of the Sarasota Bank.

Image courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution

Humanities Board elects new member

A young girl and her family migrate from Florida to New Jersey, 1940.

Six Florida sites receive grants to host
Smithsonian exhibit
Grants from the Florida Humanities Council will enable six Florida communities
to host the traveling exhibit “Journey Stories,” created by the Smithsonian
Institution’s Museum on Mainstreet program. The exhibit, which travels to small
communities around the country, recounts how people have moved into and
within America. Each host community augments the national perspective with
stories from local residents.
The Florida Humanities Council awarded two-year grants of $10,000 to each of
the participating Florida sites. The exhibit dates are:
May 26–July 7, 2012
July 14–August 25, 2012
Sept. 1–Oct. 13, 2012
Oct. 20–Dec. 1, 2012
Dec. 8, 2012–Jan. 19, 2013
Jan. 26–March 9, 2013

Cultural tours to Everglades,
Cedar Key slated for 2012

Nominations due August 31
for Humanities Board

We’ve scheduled our “Gatherings” for 2012,
so be sure to put them on your calendar. These
cultural and historical explorations will take us to
the Everglades (March 9–11) and to Cedar Key
(April 13–15).

Positions will be open on the Florida
Humanities Council Board of Directors
for three-year terms starting January
2012. The board, which meets three
times per year, sets policy, evaluates grant
proposals, participates in fundraising
activities, and promotes humanities
council programs. Each member also
serves on a board committee that meets
at least once per year.

In the Everglades, Florida’s last frontier, we’ll
learn about the diverse ecosystem, the developers
and dredgers who’ve changed the landscape, and
the resilient people who inhabit it—including
the Seminole and Miccosukee people and the
fisher folk of the coastal communities.
In Cedar Key, once a vibrant Gulf Coast fishing
village, we’ll look at how the maritime industry
evolves in order to survive and how a community
popular with tourists can retain its identity.
For information and to be added to the
mailing list, please contact Laurie Berlin at
lberlin@flahum.org.
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Nominations should include a resume,
a letter outlining the qualities and
qualifications the applicant would bring to
the board, and a letter from the nominee
expressing his/her interest in serving.
Send nomination materials by August
31 to: Executive Director Janine Farver,
Florida Humanities Council, 599 Second
Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 or
jfarver@flahum.org.

C O U N C I L

Plant City Photo Archives, Plant City
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement, Blountstown
Gateway Center for the Arts, DeBary
Clewiston Museum, Clewiston
Highlands County Museum of the Arts, Sebring
Dunedin Historical Society, Dunedin

Check out our new website!
Our newly designed website features more
about Florida—including a book nook, links
to intriguing sites, short histories (how did
baseball get started in our state?), interesting
people, and, of course, the latest news about
our programs, grants, and activities. All this,
plus the fabulous artwork of Xavier Cortada,
at floridahumanities.org.

Viva Florida 1513–2013
Commemorating 500 years of
Florida’s Spanish heritage
The Florida Humanities Council is taking
a lead role in helping develop a deeper
understanding of the historical context and
cultural significance of Florida’s relationship
with Spain. We are sponsoring numerous
programs and conferences through 2013,
when the state commemorates the 500th
anniversary of Juan Ponce de León’s landing
on the east coast of Florida. They include:
• a series of nearly 100 short
audio interviews being aired on
Florida public-radio stations and
available on various websites
• teacher seminars that focus on
Spanish colonial periods in
St. Augustine and Pensacola
• dozens of speakers and public
presentations in communities
around the state
• scholar research leading to the
development of public programs

In this artistic rendition, Louisiana Gov. Bernardo de Gálvez leads Spanish forces in the 1781 Siege of Pensacola.

Florida teachers explore Pensacola’s colonial history
About 30 teachers from across Florida are visiting archaeological
excavations, historic districts, military sites, and even a 200-year-old
cemetery in Pensacola this summer as part of our weeklong seminar
on Northwest Florida’s colonial past. This is one of eight residential
summer seminars that we are providing for teachers around the
state on a variety of Florida topics.
It’s also among numerous programs and initiatives we are
sponsoring to help commemorate the 500th anniversary
of Ponce de León’s 1513 landing on Florida’s east
coast and the subsequent cultural relationship
between Florida and Spain.
Our Pensacola seminar, which is being offered this summer for the first
time, covers the colonial period of 1763 to 1821 when Florida first was
controlled by Spain, then Britain, and then Spain a second time before
becoming a U.S. territory. The teachers are hearing from historians,
archaeologists, and local experts, as well as discussing readings, watching
films, and going on guided field trips in the area.

• plans for statewide public conferences in
2012 organized by the University of Miami
Humanities Center, Flagler College,
and the University of South Florida
• an interdisciplinary website featuring
primary documents, resources for
teachers, and multimedia content—
expected to launch in fall 2011
• an upcoming issue of FORUM
magazine, which will focus on
Florida’s Spanish heritage
In addition, the Florida Humanities Council
also plans to sponsor a cultural tour to Spain
(date not yet announced). The itinerary for
this scholar-led trip would likely include visits
to the Archives of the Indies in Seville; the
town of Aviles, sister city of St. Augustine
and home of Pedro Menéndez, founder of
St. Augustine; and the region of Asturias,
birthplace of many immigrants who came to
Florida in the 20th century.
For more information go to our website,
www.floridahumanities.org.

They are also attending a special presentation by dramatist Chaz Mena, who is
portraying Bernardo de Gálvez, a Spanish military and political leader who defeated
English forces at the Siege of Pensacola in 1781.
Over the years, thousands of teachers have attended our seminars for on-site learning
about Florida that they can take back to their classrooms.
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GENERAL FICTION

Mark Mustian

Patricia Engel

T.M. Shine

Gold Medal, General Fiction

Silver Medal, General Fiction

Bronze Medal, General Fiction

Mark Mustian said his decision to
write a novel was like “a sudden decision
to begin practicing thoracic surgery.”
He had no experience and didn’t
understand the complexities. He began
writing at about age 35, describing
himself as “the Grandma Moses of
fiction.” Obviously he taught himself
well.
His novel, The Gendarme, delves
into the genocide of Armenians at the
start of World War I. It is a tale of love,
war, and suppressed memory.
Mustian, who is a lawyer and
city commissioner in Tallahassee, is of
Armenian descent. His ancestors came
to the United States
almost 200 years
ago. For research
on the topic, he
read books by
descendants of the
Armenians who
died.
“I wanted to
Mustian
explore the minds
of those that did this, the Turks that
were escorting these people out of
the country,” Mustian told Southern
Literary Review. “I don’t think that
they were intrinsically evil people, but I
wanted to try to get inside the minds of
those most would see as perpetrators.”

This widely acclaimed debut novel
is a collection of connected stories that
Patricia Engel wrote over two years,
working every evening after a day spent
teaching. Vida is the Spanish word for
life—and Engel’s collection of connected
stories bursts with it.
Sabina, the protagonist, is the child of
immigrant Colombian parents and grows
up in New Jersey, just like Engel. This
brings a rich and powerful verisimilitude
to her prose.
Sabina’s quest is to discover her own
identity. Her comingof-age struggles are
complex, involving
ethnicity, alienation,
and economic class, as
well as youthful angst.
Engel has a
degree in French
and art history from
Engel
New York University,
and an MFA from Florida International
University. She lives and teaches in Miami.

T.M. Shine’s Nothing Happens
Until It Happens to You is about sudden
unemployment in the 21st Century’s
first decade. The
book’s subtitle:
“A Novel without
Pay, Perks or
Privileges.”
Any of this
ring a bell? “And
the thing of it
is, I don’t think
Shine
I’m part of some
lunatic fringe,” Shine wrote in a New
York Times op-ed piece. “I am nothing
if not representative of the average
unemployed worker in America; there
are millions of us, and surely others
have reached this phase as well.”
Shine is an award-winning
journalist and author based in South
Florida. He has written about spending
a month in fourth grade at the age
of 32, and about hunting an elusive
Lizard Man in the backwoods of South
Carolina, among other unusual topics.
A frequent contributor to the
Washington Post Magazine, Shine has
written for numerous publications
and been featured on National Public
Radio’s This American Life. He is the
author of two memoirs: Fathers Aren’t
Supposed to Die and Timeline: A Month
in the Life of a Guy Who Refuses.

“My greatest literary hero is Albert
Camus. I…adore him as an artist
of utmost conviction in examining
the human struggle to understand
love, loneliness, and one’s place
within a troubled, aching world.”
— Patricia Engel
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cookie & me
By Mary Jane Ryals

T

hat day the world cracked open, I was lighting
matches and dropping them one by one on the cold Mexican tiles. I
was thinking about bones. How fragile they are, how they can hurt,
break, break a body. I couldn’t figure out then how burning and the
bone-strangling incidents went together, cause I hadn’t done the burning yet, which
changed everything. And that is the story I am trying to tell now.
Daddy was already drinking highballs with Lucky in the kitchen while Miss
Jesse, the colored lady who worked for us, folded clothes upstairs. Daddy was talking
C-R-A-P crap. I could barely listen without shouting out comebacks as I sat on the
stairs spying. Except that if I made any commentary, I’d have gotten buttslapped by
Daddy for being ungrateful. He did a lot—cooked me pancakes, lectured me about
homework, and taught me how to ride horses when Mama was sick.
But he didn’t know when I needed new socks, or how to get ointment and a
Band-aid when I got scraped, or
how to ruffle my hair and give
a soft kiss on the head. What I
missed most about Mama was her
humming as she brushed my wild
hair into shape and wrapped it
into a French braid. A pang went
through my gut like a knife, so
I pushed the thought away, like
thinking about bones.
Daddy never said that Mama
had turned too selfish to get
up, too making-stuff-up sick or
too drugged out to cook even a
poached egg. Sick. Ha. She always
felt sick. Headaches, earaches, arm
aches, stomach aches, back aches.
Ache ache ache. She couldn’t move. Couldn’t paint. Had quit painting three years
ago. I glanced at the framed oil painting on the stairwell wall she painted of a bushy
magnolia. Only the magnolia flowers she painted purple. Always off with the colors.
It turned my stomach to hear the click clack of ice against glasses. I thought
about bones click-clacking.
“So now I’ve got to decide—put her in the SC ward, or leave her here,” Daddy
said. “With the girl.”
By the girl, he meant me. By SC he meant the psycho ward.
From Cookie & Me, © 2010 by Mary Jane Ryals
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Mary Jane Ryals
Bronze Medal, General Fiction

Versatile Mary Jane Ryals writes
poetry, textbooks, and now, her first
novel. It is a story about color, love,
and friendship—as seen through the
eyes of a girl who has been compared
to the character Scout in To Kill a
Mockingbird.
Ryals’s Cookie and Me is set
against events in Tallahassee during the
1960s at the height of the civil rights
movement. It involves an interracial,
adolescent
friendship
that ultimately
overcomes the
power of the era’s
racial barriers.
Her teenage
daughter helped
shape the book, she Ryals
said. “Oh, yes, yes,
yes. The focus on boys, clothes, learning
all the words to songs, singing them,
hanging out and talking about stuff,
random stuff girls that age think about,”
Ryals told Southern Literary Review.
The Florida Big Bend Poet
Laureate, Ryals published her first book
of poetry in 2008 and has authored a
business communications textbook.
A Florida native, she has a Ph.D.
from Florida State University, where
she teaches writing in both the FSU
College of Business and the university’s
Valencia, Spain program.
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Museum and Shop hours:

Monday–Friday 9:00 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Third Thursday 5:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Sunday & Holidays Noon–4:30 p.m.

For more info, call

share, learn,

&

experience

850.245.6400
850.245.6396
open 7 days a week / free parking

Clyde Butcher

Experience a unique
selection of regional art,
best Florida books,
State Seal gifts and
jewelry, souvenirs,
Florida ties,
and more!

Exhibit Calendar:

Every purchase supports the
Museum of Florida History’s programs.

Bringing together the crisp, natural state of Florida captured by
renowned black and white photographer Clyde Butcher, and
the colorful impressionistic artwork of the Florida Highwaymen.
Through different media, Butcher and the Highwaymen use their
multiple talents to grasp the beauty and elegance of one Florida.

Florida’s History Shop
3 locations or shop online
www.floridashistoryshop.com

FLORIDA LANDSCAPES: TWO PERSPECTIVES
Florida Highwaymen and Clyde Butcher
Now - August 7, 2011

Road to Prosperity: Art of the Florida Highwaymen,
organized by the Museum of Art l Fort Lauderdale,
Nova Southeastern University
Visions of Florida: The Photographic Art of Clyde Butcher,
a traveling exhibit of the Museum of Florida History
30th Annual Capital City Quilt Show
August 19- November 13, 2011
For a complete list of events and programs, please visit
WWW.MUSEUMOFFLORIDAHISTORY.COM

850.245.6396

Museum of Florida History
R. A. Gray Building
500 South Bronough Street
Tallahassee, Florida
850.245.6400

JOIN THE FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUMS OF FLORIDA HISTORY AND SAVE 10% ALL YEAR LONG!

v i s ual art s
Margaret Ross Tolbert
Silver Medal, Visual Arts

AQUIFERious, which won
first place in the Florida
Nonfiction category, is also
recognized in Visual Arts
for its stunning beauty. It
features paintings, sketches,
photographs, poetry, essays,
and charts that tell the story
of the springs. (See article
on page 4.)

Images reprinted with permission from the University Press of Florida

Jason Steuber, Laura K. Nemmers
and Tracy E. Pfaff
Gold Medal, Visual Arts

To celebrate its 20th anniversary,
the Samuel P. Harn Museum at the
University of Florida compiled its first
collection catalogue. The result, which
is much more than a coffee-table book,
offers highlights of the museum’s more
than 7,400 pieces.
Besides its striking images, the
book
contains curator commentary,
Steuber
an inside look at the museum’s history,
and an examination of the museum’s
role in the Gainesville community. It is
among the largest university-affiliated
art museums in the United States.
Shouldering the massive job of
putting the book together were Jason
Steuber, Laura K. Nemmers, and Tracy
E. Pfaff. Steuber, the Cofrin Curator
of Asian Art, took leadership of the
Nemmers
book’s production in 2008. Museum
director Rebecca Martin Nagy credits
him with coming up with the idea
for the publication. Previously an
Asian art curator at the Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art and the Leverhulme
Trust Visiting Fellow at Glasgow
University, Steuber has published
widely in the Asian art field.
Nemmers has been museum
Pfaff
registrar since 2006 and has published
works about conservation, collection care, and ceramics.
Pfaff, a University of Florida museum studies graduate
student, became development coordinator for membership
and special events in 2006.
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Kehinde Wiley. Dogon Couple, 2008. Oil on canvas, 96 x 84 in.

Suzy Frelinghuysen, Cubist Still Life, ca. 1943. Oil and collage on board,
9 x 13 in.
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CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Jan Godown Annino

Jack Prelutsky and Mary GrandPre

Gold Medal, Children’s Literature

Silver Medal, Children’s Literature

As an inquisitive 15-year-old living in Sarasota, Jan
Godown Annino first read about Betty Mae Jumper in a
newspaper. As a journalist years later, she met the subject of
her curiosity.
Annino was on assignment covering a Native American
festival when Betty Mae Jumper, the first female chief of
the Seminoles, approached and handed her a Seminole
publication. From then on, Annino
absorbed all she could about this
mystical, charismatic woman—and then
wrote a biography of her for children to
read. The book is colorfully illustrated
by Lisa Desimini.
Jumper died earlier this year, a few
months after the book was published.
Annino hopes that the book will bring
Annino
more attention to Jumper’s remarkable
life—and that someday students will prepare projects
about Jumper for the Florida History Fair. “That’s not been
happening,” she said.
Annino, who moved to the state as a child, calls Florida
her literary home. The Tallahassee resident followed two
generations of her family into newspaper work before
focusing on books and photography.

The Carnival of the Animals is a set of orchestral
character pieces composed in 1886 by Camille SaintSaëns to introduce classical music to children. This
book by Jack Prelutsky and Mary GrandPre offers
verses to sing and illustrations
to look at while listening to
the music. The book comes
with a CD of the composition,
performed by the Wurttemberg
Chamber Orchestra.
Illustrator GrandPre,
who lives in Sarasota with her
family, has been featured on
GrandPre
the cover of Time magazine
for her illustrations of the Harry Potter series.
She also worked on the environment and scenery
development for the animated film Antz.
Writer Prelutsky lives in
Seattle. He once claimed that
he hated poetry as a child. But
in 2006 he was named the first
United States Children’s Poet
Laureate. He is the author of
more than 30 collections of
original verse and anthologies of
children’s poetry.
Prelutsky
Prelutsky spends much of
his time presenting poems to children in schools and
libraries throughout the United States. “I realized
poetry was a means of communication, that it could
be as exciting or as boring as that person or that
experience,” he said.

“Gift yourself with A Childhood: The Biography
of a Place, by Harry Crews. The humility, purity,
and veracity of perfect sentences about his father’s
connection to the Tamiami Trail, about his own
child years in South Georgia, are my template
for storytelling.”

—Jan Godown Annino
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Henry Cole

Brad Meltzer

Harvey Oyer

Bronze Medal, Children’s Literature

Bronze Medal, Children’s Literature

Bronze Medal, Children’s Literature

Henry Cole has illustrated more
than 40 children’s books, including the
New York Times
bestseller, The
Leprechaun’s Gold.
His most recent
book, A Nest for
Celeste, is the fifth
one that the former
elementary school
science teacher has
Cole
both written and
illustrated. It combines fantasy and
natural history in telling the story of a
mouse, her friendship with naturalist
John James Audubon’s apprentice, and
her search for a place she can call home.
Cole, who lives in Wilton Manors,
Florida, grew up on a dairy farm in
Virginia. He is a self-taught artist who
studied forestry at Virginia Tech. His
science training required him to study
nature closely, a practice that he said
helps him in his drawing of details.
When asked what advice he’d give
to children who aspire to be illustrators,
he said, “Ask questions, read lots, travel
when you can, be outside as much as
you can, practice all the time (even
doodling is practicing), get interested in
different hobbies, get a pet.”

Brad Meltzer began writing Heroes
for my Son the night his first son, Jonas,
was born. I was stuck at a red light,”
Meltzer wrote on his web site. “That’s
when I asked myself the question for the
very first time: What kind of man did I
want my son to be?”
His contemplation resulted in
a collection of short profiles about
courageous and accomplished men and
women. Some are
familiar: Martin
Luther King Jr.,
Albert Einstein, and
Eleanor Roosevelt,
for example. But
many are less
widely recognized:
Burmese political
Meltzer
activist Aung San
Suu Kyi, relief worker Dan West, and
AmeriCorps organizer Eli Segal, to name
a few.
Meltzer, a lawyer who has worked
for Homeland Security, also has written
best-selling thrillers, is a co-creator of
the TV show Jack & Bobby, and is the
author of the critically acclaimed comic
books Identity Crisis and Justice League
of America.
Raised in Brooklyn and Miami,
Meltzer is a graduate of the University of
Michigan and Columbia Law School. He
lives in Florida with his wife Cori, who is
also an attorney, and their three children.

A fifth-generation Floridian, Harvey
E. Oyer III is descended from one of
the earliest pioneer families in South
Florida. Oyer is the great-grandnephew
of Charlie Pierce, the book’s title
character. Many of
the book’s episodes
have been passed
down through Oyer’s
family for more than
a century.
The Last Egret,
selected by the
Wildlife Foundation
Oyer
of Florida for its
statewide education program, follows
young Charlie deep into the Everglades
during the plume-hunting era in the late
19th century. The practice of slaughtering
birds for decorative feathers changes
Charlie and his friends forever.
The Jacksonville Times-Union called
the book “an adventure story worthy of
comparison to the ‘Little House’ books
of Laura Ingalls Wilder.”
It is Oyer’s second book about
Charlie, who as a real-life adult became
one of the legendary barefoot mailmen
carrying the mail from Palm Beach to
Miami and back each week.
Oyer is an attorney in West Palm
Beach, a Cambridge University–educated
archaeologist, and an avid historian who
has served as chairman of the Palm Beach
County Historical Society.

My favorite book as a child (maybe still
today!) is Charlotte’s Web.”
— Henry Cole
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P O E T RY

Carol Frost

Lola Haskins

Kelle Groom

Gold Medal, Poetry

Silver Medal, Poetry

Bronze Medal, Poetry

At once melancholic and uplifting,
the Honeycomb collection portrays the
poet’s experience with her mother’s
Alzheimer’s disease. The work also
provides a moving meditation on
mortality, memory, and identity. The
disappearance
of bees is the
collection’s
recurring metaphor.
Frost was
born in Lowell,
Massachusetts,
raised in the
northeastern
Frost
United States, and
at age 4 spent a year in her mother’s
hometown of Vienna, Austria, where
German became the first language
she and her identical twin Suzanne
conversed in. Frost discovered poetry as
a child upon reading Tennyson’s Idylls of
the King.
She is the author of 10 previous
collections of poems and has
received National Endowment for
the Arts fellowships and PEN and
Pushcart awards and been honored
by the Elliston and the Poets’ Prize
committees. She is the Theodore Bruce
and Barbara Lawrence Alfond Professor
of English at Rollins College, where
she directs the Winter with the Writers
Literary Festival.

Lola Haskins’s Still, the Mountain
contains subtle philosophy, nods to
the mystery and challenge of England’s
hiking country, a wistful and tragic prose
poem—and even the occasional flirtation
with the time-and-space continuum. All
this power is packed into 64 pages.
This is her ninth book of poetry;
a tenth is due to be published this year.
She also has published nonfiction prose,
including Fifteen Florida Cemeteries: 15
Tales Unearthed; and Not Feathers Yet: A
Beginners Guide to the Poetic Life.
Haskins also has contributed to
Florida’s environmental literature with an
essay introducing a book of photographs
and another essay in Wild Heart of
Florida, a collection
of pieces from 18
writers celebrating
Florida’s natural
beauty.
Her work
has appeared in
The Atlantic, The
Christian Science
Haskins
Monitor, The London
Review of Books, London Magazine,
Georgia Review, Prairie Schooner, The
New York Quarterly, and elsewhere.
The Gainesville resident recently
retired from the University of Florida’s
computer and information sciences
department.

Kelle Groom, who also won a Florida
Book Awards medal for poetry in 2006,
says she lives with—
and for—the written
word.
“As a writer, I
can’t go much longer
than two weeks
without writing;
things start to fall
apart,” Groom told 32
Groom
Poems magazine.
The poems in Five Kingdoms probe
deeply into subconscious worlds and may
require more than a single reading to
apprehend the inner-life mysteries they
describe.
Fellow poet Tony Hoagland wrote
this about Groom’s intuitive verse: “[It
has] the bemused, slightly sad knowledge
of lived life, but mainly, these poems come
from the muse of soulfulness.”
Groom has two previously published
poetry collections, including Luckily, her
2006 Florida Book Awards winner. Her
work has appeared in many publications,
including the New Yorker.
The Massachusetts native lives in New
Smyrna Beach. She has taught writing at
the University of Central Florida, Valencia
Community College, and Seminole
Community College. She is a contributing
editor for The Florida Review.
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José Álvarez

Gold Medal, Young Adult

Gold Medal, Spanish Language

Christina Diaz Gonzalez based this novel on the
experiences of her parents, who were among the thousands
of unaccompanied minors who came to the United
States through Operation Pedro Pan, a rescue project for
youngsters escaping Castro’s Communist revolution. The
Red Umbrella tells the story of a 14-year-old Cuban girl who
is sent to the United States in 1961.
Gonzalez’s parents are Cuban, but she was born in
Florida and spent childhood years in Perry, where her
father worked at the Proctor & Gamble paper mill after he
graduated from the University of Miami.
“I had the best of both worlds,” Gonzalez wrote.
“Thanks to my parents and grandparents, I speak fluent
Spanish and have a deep love for
the Cuban culture. Thanks to my
hometown, I was able to spend my days
riding my bike, hanging out with my
friends, or reading books in my tree
house…”
Gonzalez became a lawyer and
practiced for several years before
returning to her childhood passion for
Gonzalez
books. She became a writer, and The Red
Umbrella is her first novel; a second, A Thunderous Whisper,
is to be released in Spring 2012. Gonzalez lives in Miami
with her husband and two sons.

José Álvarez is a medalist for the third consecutive year,
winning the gold after having taken silver medals the past two years.
His previous prize-winners examined aspects
of the Cuban revolution, but Los Álamos del
parque tells stories from his old neighborhood
in Cuba.
“I’m not important enough to make
these pages a tribute to my people,” he said.
“It is simply an expression of nostalgia for the
Big Island and my enclave, hoping that these
memories do not leave us.”
Alvarez
Born in Antilla, Oriente, Cuba, Álvarez
attended law school at the Universities of Oriente and Havana
before leaving for the United States in 1969.
He earned a Ph.D. in food and resource economics from the
University of Florida in 1977, remaining as a professor until his
retirement in 2004, when he was granted the title of professor
emeritus. He lives in Wellington with his wife of 47 years, his
children, and a granddaughter.
Photo: Dieter Mueller

Christina Diaz Gonzalez

“I try not to focus on my voice, but rather on the voice
of my character. It is their story that I am telling so
it is important for me to delve into their world and
let my imagination run wild. When I allow myself
to fully explore these characters and situations, that’s
when I feel I can access that genuine, honest voice.”
—Christina Gonzalez

A lush, verdant scene of Trinidad, Cuba.
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y parents never told me why
they gave me the name Wenxian, which in
Chinese means “document” or “literature.”
It was not fun to have such a bookish label in China at a
young age, when your friends had more glorious names
like Jianjun (Building the Army) or Baoguo (Defending
the Country). But, considering how my life has unfolded,
perhaps my name was destiny.
I am by no means from an intellectual family. My
father, who joined the Communist guerrillas in 1947,
only learned how to read and write while serving in
the military. He later became an officer in the People’s
Liberation Army. My mother did not attend school until
after the People’s Republic of China was established in
1949, when she was 14. She completed only her primary
education and then taught kindergarten and first grade in
a school affiliated with a textile-machinery factory.
My siblings and I grew up during the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), when
politics was everything and schools were in chaos. Yet
despite this, our parents instilled in us a strong belief that
education is the best way to move forward in life.
This goal was foremost during those early years in
Zhengzhou, China. Food was rationed and everything else
was in short supply. We eagerly finished whatever was on
our plates and took turns helping with food preparation,
cleaning, and other chores. We were not even allowed
to chat at the dinner table, due to my father’s experience
during the revolution of suffering hunger when he was
being chased by the Nationalist soldiers.
My first remembrance about America was on May
20, 1970, when I was six years old. The Vietnam War had
escalated into Cambodia, and Chairman Mao issued a
public statement: “People of the world, unite and defeat
the U.S. aggressors and all their running dogs!” It was
very exciting for me as a kindergartener to watch people
parade on the street shouting slogans such as “Down with
the U.S. imperialism” and “All reactionaries are paper
tigers!” Little did I know that years later I would call
America home.
When Mao passed away in 1976, China changed.
The nationwide college entrance exam resumed, and
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This photo, taken in China in the mid-1960s, shows Zhang as an infant on his
grandmother’s lap. She came from the countryside to their home in Zhenzhou, Henan
Province, to take care of him and his brother and sister because their parents (pictured
in back row) both worked fulltime.

I was lucky enough to get into Peking University a few years
later. By that time instead of being criticized, the United States
was considered the most advanced nation in the world. Many
young Chinese dreamed of studying in America. I was one of
them. And, shortly after graduation and marriage, I received a
scholarship to attend graduate school in Connecticut.
This opened a new world to me. I remember when I arrived
at JFK airport on February 4, 1988. I was exhausted after a 10hour delay and an 18-hour flight from Beijing (the first plane
ride in my life), and yet I was thrilled to see the shining lights of
the Big Apple, take my first bite of McDonald’s along I-95, and
read the words of the Statue of Liberty: Give me your tired,
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free…

F L A H U M . O R G

Photo courtesy of Wenxian Zhang

Zhang, pictured in the foreground, joins Chinese students from campuses all over the United States at a protest
rally in Washington, D.C. in 1989. They spoke out against the Chinese government crackdown on student
demonstrators in Tiananmen Square.

the growth of the Florida citrus industry.
By reading about his life, I learned
that if you have a clear vision and
are persistent, you can thrive in this
dynamic society of immigrants, the land
of flowers and opportunities. Six years
later, I became the first Asian-American
to earn tenure in the 116 years of the
college’s history.
My family grew along with my
career: Our daughter was born in 1994
and our son in 1996. Both are so-called
ABCs (American-born Chinese). We
named our daughter Meng, which in
Chinese characters combines the sun,
the moon, and a plant to symbolize the

sprout, bud, or new life. Our son’s name
Nan consists of a part of my wife’s name
and my name, representing nanmu, a
slow-growing, precious evergreen tree
native to southern China that was used
to construct the Forbidden City.
Needless to say, we have high
hopes for our children, just like any
other Asian-American parents we
know. We want them to have a basic
understanding of Chinese language
and culture—and to have a better
life than ours. Regretting that I never
had a chance to learn how to play
an instrument when I was young, I
eagerly arranged piano lessons for
Photo courtesy of Rollins College

I was intrigued by the American
Dream, but the reality of my life as
graduate student quickly settled in.
Besides the challenge of learning
English as a second language and
doing graduate work, I worked as a
busboy in local restaurants and shared
an apartment with others in an area
that was not the best neighborhood in
New Haven. After experiencing two
attempted break-ins and having my car
vandalized and then stolen, I became
increasingly disillusioned about my
American dream.
While trying to concentrate on my
schoolwork, I was deeply captivated by
what was happening back home, where
many of my friends and classmates went
on streets demanding political reforms.
On June 4, 1989, I participated in my
first political protest in the U.S., rallying
in Washington, DC, to condemn the
crackdown on student demonstrations
in Tiananmen Square. The unrest in
China altered my plan to return home.
Till this date, I still have mixed feelings
about the decision I made back then.
After my wife joined me and a
few years working as a professional
librarian while navigating through
the immigration maze, I was offered
an opportunity to join the Arts and
Sciences faculty at Rollins College in
Winter Park. I arrived from cold New
England for a campus interview in
February, and I immediately fell in love
with the brilliant sunshine and warm
breezes of Florida.
Working toward tenure was not at
all a stroll on the beach. I had to advance
from struggling to express myself with
broken English to publishing articles
in peer-reviewed journals and teaching
college students how to conduct
information research. Life was not
easy, but I was inspired when I ran
across the story of Lue Gim Gong—a
Chinese-American pioneer who settled
in DeLand, Florida, in the late 19th
century. He overcame tremendous
hardship to graft a new line of frostresistant oranges, thus contributing to

Professor Zhang talks with students at the Rollins College campus center in 2010.
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Photos courtesy of Wenxian Zhang

Rollins College students on a field study trip to China in 2007 are photographed with children at a village
school in Datong, Shanxi Province. Zhang, who led the trip, stands in back row at right. A few other Rollins
faculty members are also in the group.

my kids, only to be met with strong resistance from both
children. They could not understand why they had to learn
piano and Chinese on the weekends while their friends
could play and enjoy themselves.
As a son of the Chinese revolution, I could never have
imagined that one day I would be a parent of two American
teenagers. The gap is huge, and there are so many challenges.
I fumble along the way and feel lost at times. While juggling
work and family life, I slowly grasp the reality that my kids
are becoming “Bananas,” yellow skins with white identities.
My daughter is known to her friends as Michelle, and my son
goes by Nathan. Caught between two cultures, they feel more
associated with the values of their suburban schoolmates and
resent that they have to live in an environment where “A”
stands for average and “B” means bad, as described recently in
the book, Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother.
After some struggles, piano lessons were cancelled,
but I feel strongly that they should still learn the Chinese

language. While America is known as a great melting pot,
I want my children to feel comfortable about their cultural
identities just as I love my adopted homeland as well as
appreciate my heritage.
I am indebted to my parents not only for giving me my life
and name, but also for imparting to me the value of education,
discipline, and hard work. I am proud to be a first-generation
Chinese American and an academic librarian in Florida. I
am also glad to do my part to bridge American and Chinese
cultures by leading student field study trips to my ancestral
homeland. At the end of every overseas trip, I always feel
blessed to return to my new homeland, the land of sunshine.
WENXIAN ZHANG, a Chinese native, is a Professor and Head of
Archives & Special Collections at Rollins College. He is also an editor of
A Trip to Florida for Health and Sport, the Biographical Dictionary of New
Chinese Entrepreneurs and Business Leaders, and A Guide to the Top 100
Companies in China.

A Tachi performance at a 2009 lunar new year celebration features Zhang’s wife, Karen Du, at left, and
Zhang, at right. The event at Winter Springs High School was sponsored by the Orlando Chinese Professional
Association, which Zhang served as a board member.
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Zhang’s children wait for a ferry during a family trip to China in 2008.
Michelle, then 14, sits on the bank of the Li River in the Guangxi Zhuang
Minority Autonomous Region. Nathan, then 11, is pictured at right.

In this photo, Zhang, a college student in the early 1980s,
poses on the Kunming Lake of the Summer Palace in
Beijing near his university.
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“A river went out of Eden to water
the garden and parted and became
four heads.”
Genesis 2:10

B y F aith E idse

L

I am intrigued by it not just because
of its legend, but because it is a quiet
treasure of endangered steephead ravines
so rare the nearest approximation may
exist only on Mars. Formed by seepage
springs, the ravines’ steep walls descend

Photo courtesy of Sandra Friend, www.floridahikes.com

ocal lore has it that
Adam and Eve were created on
the bluffs and ravines of the
Apalachicola River just north of Bristol
in the Florida Panhandle. The legend
originated with a Baptist preacher, E.E.
Callaway, who claimed in the mid-20th
century that this wild terrain was the
Garden of Eden. His argument: The
Apalachicola, which rises from the
confluence of four tributaries, is the
only four-headed river system in the
world—just like the river described in
the Book of Genesis.
After Callaway’s pronouncement,
tourists came to see this place for
themselves—also drawn by the presence
of the rare gopher wood tree (Torreya
taxifolia), said to be the type of wood
Noah used to build the Ark. Not
surprisingly, this area today is called the
Garden of Eden Trail.

100 feet through four ecosystems and
grow subtropical pines and eight plants
found nowhere else.
This region has the highest density
of amphibian and reptile species found
anywhere north of Mexico. Some of the
flora and fauna have endured Noah’s
flood, continental drift, glaciations, and
climate change. This is not the Florida
of tourist brochures. It is a hideaway of
living history.
For me, it is a place of adventure—
and I recently set out to introduce it
to some friends from Missouri, who
were enjoying their Florida vacation
in a rented beach house on St. George
Island. I dragged them from a flat
expanse of beach and endless Gulf
waters to a plunging, rising terrain of
flame azaleas, pink mountain laurel,
white dogwood, rare yellow violets,
beach and magnolia trees—a garden so
varied that every view held a different
rare tree or flower.
We began at the trail’s sandhill
uplands and walked among wiregrass
tufts and longleaf pines branching into

The Florida anise, with its red starburst flower, is one of the many delights along the Garden of Eden Trail.
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candelabras. Each fluffy-needled branch pointed a filigreed cross to
the blue sky as it caught the morning light. These elegant trees once
covered most of the Southeast before falling to crosscut saws.
Passing by a delicate flower with fringed petals (the fringed
pink, found only here) we descended into shady woods. I stumbled
over my hiking partner, a biologist who stooped to observe a large,
shiny Florida anise leaf hiding a red starburst flower with a yellow
center—another gem being protected and restored in this preserve
of The Nature Conservancy.
Dropping below us was a steep ravine descending through
rare species that may have flowed downriver from the Appalachian
Mountains and rooted here during climatic changes. They included
blooms of Ashe’s magnolia, huge snowy flowers accented by
fuchsia, with leaf and petal that grow a foot long.
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Photo courtesy of Sandra Friend, www.floridahikes.com

A hiker climbs the wooded upland of Florida’s Garden of Eden Trail.

We plunged to the first of two streams and
clutched branches along a serpentine slide. We landed
in a cool, sand-bottom stream that flows at the nearly
constant 68-to-72 degrees of groundwater. I poked
around under leaf litter, looking for the endangered
salamander.
“Faith!” my friend cried and jumped back. I
froze as a heavy-bodied, dark snake swam towards
us, white mouth gaping. The Cottonmouth Water
Moccasin is the only poisonous water snake in North
America. It is a pit viper, a more aggressive cousin of
the copperhead and rattler, both found here as well.
The cottonmouth’s trap jaw can close instantly when
touched and deliver a large venom dose. My friend
grabbed a stick, and the cottonmouth hid in the
stream bank.
Cottonmouths are located below the fault line
where 200 million years ago, during continental drift,
a piece of Africa, then Gondwanaland, broke off the
larger land mass of Pangaea and slammed into Laurasia,
present-day North America.
In fact, geologists
believe that Florida was
once closer to Egypt than
to Georgia. Moses might
have parted the Red Sea
and searched for the
promised-land in Florida,
another puzzle piece in the
Garden of Eden lore.
We skirted the stream
bank and climbed to a
wooded upland, passing
under live oaks draped in
Trees harvested for pulpwood from
Torreya State Park in 1938 await
Spanish moss. Here we
river shipment.
inspected a field of dry,
fuzzy deer moss, which sometimes marks an old field,
and I wondered: Is this where Adam once plowed by the
sweat of his brow? Is it a remnant homestead where Eve
experienced pain in childbirth?
Finally, the path opened onto the 135-foot
Alum Bluff, which overlooks the broad Apalachicola
River. We were at a heady height, looking down at
a ravine formed over tens of thousands of years by
the Apalachicola. Here Kodiak-sized beardogs, giant
ground sloths, and armadillos the size of small cars
roamed 30,000 years ago.
Each of us retreated into our own reverie,
marveling at the Creator’s hand. We breathed deeply the
oxygen-rich air as we gazed into Florida’s largest forested
floodplain along its largest river. We could almost
see the four-headed river from there. Like an ethereal
blessing, a bright-orange butterfly flitted among us and
settled on purple flowers at our feet.
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Photo: Florida State Archives

A 1938 photograph of men looking down at the Apalachicola river from a bluff in Torreya State Park.

Photo courtesy of Faith Eidse

We crossed a small footbridge surrounded by moss and
wild carnivorous flowers that were glistening and dotted
with bugs. Close to the ground were croomia, a wild herbal
plant hiding a white trumpet flower. It is a living fossil plant,
the only one in its genus, and occurs in few other places.
Underneath its leaves, other threatened and endangered species
may hide, including Torreya trap-door spiders, Apalachicola
grasshoppers, and a number of beetles.
Then we came upon the fallen trunk of the gopher wood
tree, and we fell silent in its message. This decaying trunk is all
that’s left there of the species from which Noah built his ark.
Human industry has cost this species its ability to mature and
reproduce. Scientists are working to find a cure for the blight
that attacks it.

Nearby was a stand of Florida yew, a rare pine that has a
flat, soft-needled branch. Its succulent young shoots are often
nibbled by deer; at one time they were also nibbled by emu that
had escaped from a nearby farm. Conservationists want to see
as much effort put into saving the yew as the gopher wood.
Not far away was the champion pyramid magnolia,
blown down just as it was being documented as the largest
and oldest specimen of its species.
We returned to where we started, feeling as if we’d
walked a million years in 3½ miles. We encountered more
rare, disappearing species in an hour than my friends had seen
in four days on the beach. On the Garden of Eden Trail we
crossed timelines and continents.
And we became only too aware of how limited humans
are in their efforts to correct scientific error and counter
damage done by greedy industry. I was saddened by this, but
also buoyed by our return to the Garden, a place of natural
serenity and contemplation. The sun dappled the path, and
we tread carefully, reverently, knowing we may never see these
marvels again.
FAITH EIDSE is an English professor at
Barry University and public information
specialist at the Northwest Florida Water
Management District. She has published
two books, Voices of the Apalachicola,
and Unrooted Childhoods, Memoirs of
Growing Up Global.

A view of the Apalachicola River from Alum Bluff, on the Garden of Eden Trail.
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New and Notable

Reubin O’D. Askew
and the Golden Age
of Florida Politics

Florida’s Megatrends

Sunshine Paradise

Mel Martinez
and the American Dream

Immigrant Prince

Critical Issues in Florida

A History of Florida Tourism

second edition

Tracy J. Revels

Richard E. Foglesong

Martin A. Dyckman

David Colburn & Lance deHaven-Smith

This evenhanded, inspiring, and deeply
satisfying biography demonstrates that
Martinez became a politician not from
an ego-driven desire to exercise power
and capture attention, but from a morally driven desire to return the favor
for all that he and his family received
from their adopted country.
Hardcover $32.00

“If I were asked to recommend just one
book about my state that would remind us all of the power of real policy
and real leadership, it would be this
one. This is a fascinating history written
by one of the best journalists this state
has ever known.”—David Lawrence Jr.,
publisher, Miami Herald

“Florida’s modern face [. . . ] belies an unbalanced economy: overly dependent
on tourism and retirement that generates primarily low-paying service jobs.
Florida’s Megatrends is timely reading
for any citizen, and especially any aspiring politician.”—St. Petersburg Times

“ At last—a readable, concise history of
Florida tourism from the earliest European discovery to the present. Revels’s
prose sizzles.”—James M. Denham, professor of history and director, Lawton
M. Chiles Jr., Center for Florida History,
Florida Southern College
Hardcover $26.95

Paperback $22.50

Hardcover $29.95

Dream Houses

Thunder on the River

Historic Beach Homes and Cottages of Naples

The Civil War in Northeast Florida

The U.S. Coast Guard’s War
on Human Smuggling

Text by Joie Wilson and Photographs by Penny Taylor

Daniel L. Schafer

Dennis L. Noble

“Wilson and Taylor’s Dream Houses brings old Naples to life, providing both
fascinating stories and wonderful photographs of the historic Florida
city.”—Rodney Kite-Powell, Tampa Bay History Center
This brilliantly-illustrated volume is a visually inspiring record of the private
homes in the historic district of an iconic Florida beach town. It captures
the visual, factual, and familial history of the homes as they have, over the
course of decades, survived hurricanes, commercial development, architectural evolution, real estate upheaval, and frenzied economic growth.
Hardcover $45.00

“[T]he book to read to learn about
the Civil War in northeastern Florida.”
—Florida Historical Quarterly
“ A welcome addition to Florida’s
Civil War historiography and stands
as a distinct credit to its respected
author.”—Tampa Bay History
Hardcover $29.95

“Noble skillfully interweaves tales of
bravery, compassion and skill on the
part of U.S. Coast Guard servicemen
with moving portraits of those willing
to risk their lives in overcrowded holds
and on rickety rafts for a chance at a
new life in the U.S.”—Kelly M. Greenhill,
author of Weapons of Mass Migration
Hardcover $29.95
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Celebrating our Growing Support
FHC thanks the following members and donors for their generous support given between November 2010 and April 2011.
Corporate & Foundation Donors
$5,000
Frank E. Duckwall Foundation
In-Kind
Bruton Memorial Library—PrimeTIme
Bonnie G. McEwan—Teachers Center
Judith Overcash—Teachers Center
Kathleen Raykowski—Teachers Center
Ann Sofia—Teachers Center
Betty Taylor—Teachers Center

William and Audrey Ring
David and Winifred Schmeling
James Schnur
Elizabeth Sembler
Enid Shomer
Cyrus and Joanne Spurlino
Fred and Jayne Standley
Gus and Frances Stavros
June True
Peter and Helen Wallace

$60 - $75
Eric and Maggie Anderson
Around The Bend Nature Tours
Corporate Matching Gifts
Lois Bailey
Helios Education Foundation
Jeff and Carlota Barwick
Mr. John D. Bloom Jr., M.D.
Memberships &
Bonita Springs Historical Society
Individual Donors
William Bosworth
$1,000 - $3,000
Jay Bushnell
Judi Bludworth—Teachers Center
John Cone III
Stacy Carlson
Becky Davis
Jeanne Godwin
Jack Davis
Ann Henderson
Michael DeLoye
Caren and Richard Lobo
Desoto County School District
Jean Powers Soman
Marian Dickson
Dimmitt Chevrolet Inc.
$500 - $750
Paul and Polly Doughty
Lester and Wendy Abberger
Lula Dovi
Carol Alexander
East Hillsborough Historical Society
John Belohlavek
Gerard and Antoinette Emch
Jeanne Godwin
Kathy Futch
Deborah and Allen Kynes
Frances Gray
Gary and Lynne Mormino—Teachers Center
Gwynne Hackworth
Meredith Morris-Babb
Lynn Hippensteel
Historic Bok Sanctuary
$250 - $300
Terry Hoft
Susan Hough Henry
Norman and Jane Holland
Donald and Mary Ann Long
Hugh Embry Branch Library
Andrew and Ruth Maass
Mary Kelly
James Mills and Peggy Sanchez Mills
Samuel Kendall
Darryl Paulson
Harry Kersey
Michael Pender Jr.
Regina Kramel
Mary and Hugh Richardson
John and Candy Lenderman
James and Gloria Rinaman
Jack Levine
Joe Rubinfine
Angie Lewis-Williams
Sarah See
John Logan
Katherine Magoutas
$100 - $200
Elizabeth Mann
Robert Batey
Deborah and Jim Manuel
Peter Belmont
Charles and Florence Marquardt
Judi and David Bludworth
Hugh Martin
Joan Carver
Museum of Florida History
Lloyd and Louise Chapin
Chris Pendleton
Clewiston Museum
Claudia Rowe
Collier County Museum
Robert Safransky
Columbia County Historical Society
Saint Johns Riverkeeper
David T. Warner Foundation / Bellamy Road 		 Debra Self
Art Gallery
Kathleen Slebodnik
Jack Davis
South Florida Community College
John and Susan Dunn
Anne Sullivan
Dorothy Ebersbach
Sue Tihansky
Steffany Forr
Thomas Tobin
Marcia and Louis Frey—Speakers Bureau
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Tombrink Jr. and Family
Friends of the Bruton Memorial Library
Sharon Vick and Richard Anderson
Michael and Nancy Galyean
Howard Wade
Michael Gannon
West Florida Historic Preservation, Inc.
Bill and Judy Guyn
Westminster Towers
William and Inez Hall
Judith Whitbeck
John Harrison
John Whitton and Elinor Elfner
Lani and Sonny Holtzman
Joy Jackson
$50
Janice Jones
Lorna Ahrens
Lena Juarez
Christine Albany
Anne and John Kimmey
Patricia Alchediak
Robin Krivanek
Mark and Rita Allen
H. William Kruse
Karen and Fred Amundrud
Gary Libby—FORUM
John Anderson
Susan Lockwood
John Anderson
Dennis Maloney
Susan Anderson
Rhonda Mau—Teachers Center
Archaeological and
Douglas Mills
Historical Conservancy, Inc.
Ginger Moore
Cherie Arnette
Tim and Leslie Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Arnold
Mallory O’Connor
Anne Arsenault
Patsy Palmer and Talbot D’Alemberte
Artists Alliance of North Florida
Clark and Nancy Parks
Arts & Humanities Council of
Jean Parrish
Charlotte County
Benjamin Payne
Patricia Balanzategui
Honorable Gregory Presnell
Alice Bamberger
Christina Purinton
Carol Barlow
Kathleen Raykowski
Patricia Bartell
Ron Raymond
Tom and Laura Baskett
Frank Rief—Teachers Center
Willbur Bazemore
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Kathleen Bell
Irene Bembry
Shelby Bender
Richard Benedum
T.N. and Phyllis Berlage
William Birdsong
Janina Birtolo
Natalie Bisciglia
Bunnye Bomar
Anna Books
Alfred and Jean Bown
Anita Boylan
Boynton Beach Historical Society
Jane Bradford
Pat and Ernie Briel
Jean and Walter Brinkman
Virginia Gay Broome
Ann Bryan
Terry Bryan
Bruce Bunch
Madge Cain
Melissa Campbell-Creel
Dan and Barbara Center
Susan Cerulean and Jeff Chanton
Wendy Chambers
Gail Childs
Chipola College
Mary Ann Clark
Diana Cleghorn
Eloise Cole
Susan Collopy
Charles Compton
Kristin and David Congdon
David Courtwright and Shelby Miller
Prudence Cox
Elizabeth Coxe
David and June Cussen
Ursula Davidson
Sylvan Davis
Walter and Roberta Deemer
J. Denis and Catherine Dempsey
Mr. & Mrs. Alvaro Dias
Sharon Doerr
Lora Doncsecz-Horton
Antoinette d’Oronzio
Kevin Doty
Raymond Eberling
Verna Echols
Eckerd College
Katherine Ewel
Jay Faulkner
Mike Ferger
Barbara Finkelstein
Flagler College
Robert Flick—Teachers Center
Marie Ford
Delores Foutz
Friends of the A.F. Knotts Public Library
Friends of the Lakeland Library
Friends of the Seminole Library
Stephen Gahan
Phillip Gallmeier
Susan Galvin
Shirley and Roger Gamble
Bill Gauldin
Francis Gibbs
Hilda Goff
Francisco Gonzalez
Sally Goshen
Angus and Wylene Graham
Lorene Grant
George and Virginia Green
James and Margaret Gross
Jim and Barbara Haag
Thomas Hackim
William Hall
Lucy Hallis
Emma Hanna
Joyce and Malcolm Hanson
Ron Harbert
Karen Hardin
Harrell Roofing Inc.
Tim Harrington
Gordon Hawkins
Lee Hayden and Eleanor Fails-Hayden
Dorothy Hegarty
Heritage Museum of Northwest Florida
Heritage Village
Thomas Hess
Carol Hoffman
Michelle Holland
Vada Horner
Mrs. John D. Hucabee
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Helen Susanne Hunt
Roy Hunt
Indian River County Main Library
Ruth Jacobs
Richard Janaro
Lila Johnson-Thomas
Gerald Johnston
Mary Kaveney
Linda and William Kenefick
Louise and Robert Kennedy
Mary and John Kennedy
Nancy Keyton
John “Skip” Kirst
Ken Kister
Rodney Kite-Powell
Dorothy Korwek
Pamela Krauss
Joanna Leathers
William Lee
Morris and Meredeth Legg
Joyce Levi
Elizabeth Lewis
Miriam Lewis
Lewis, Longman, & Walker, PA
Judy and Raymond Lovell
Frank Lovett
Mary Ellen Lowe
Ginger Maddox
Alice and Stewart Manthey
Judith and Richard Martin
John Mason
Martha Matheson
Matheson Museum
Hank Mattson
Miriam and John McKinley
Jayne McLean
Jo-Ann McMillan
Jay and Elizabeth Mechling
Anne Miller
Kristine Monroe
Patricia Moran
Pat Morres
Aaron and Anna Morris
Cynthia Mott
Caroline Munro
Susanne Nielsen
Matina Nimphie
Bessie Noble
Susan and Jim Nolan
Karen and Bruce Nordbeck
Alvin Oickle
Kathleen Pagan
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement
Howard and Carolyn Pardue
Joan Simpson Parks
Pasco-Hernando Community
College Library
Amber Patterson
Cash and Gwynn Pealer
Zach Platt
David Pooley
Charlotte Porter
Judith Poucher
Judith Prier
Catherine and Emiliano Quindiagan
Eve Reed
Barry and Jimmi Reichard
Dennis and Linda Reiland
Lisanne Renner
Lucille Rights
Robert M. Levy & Associates
David Robinson
JoAnne Roby
Roland Rodriguez
Mr. and Mrs. George Sainz and Family
Eunice and Lemroy Saunders
Carolyn Shoup
Robin Shwedo
Ellen and Roy Simmons
Virginia Sink
Delmont and Jeannette Smith
Thomas Smith and Golfo Alexopoulos
Ann Sofia
Soft Wood Corporation Inc.
Elsie Spoeneman
Marlene Springer
Stetson University College of Law
Dolly & Homer Hand Library
Penelope Stewart
Tale Tellers of Saint Augustine
Tallahassee Community College
Gwen Taylor
Lynda Taylor

FHC would like to recognize
the generous in-kind and
cash contributions of our
2011 Board of Directors:
Rachel Blechman, Chair
Lester Abberger
Carol Alexander
Meredith Babb
John Belohlavek, Vice-Chair
Bill Carlson
David Colburn
Juan Carlos Espinosa
Norma Martin Goonen
Jay Hess
Mary Anne Hodel
William Jeter
Deborah Kynes
Caren Lobo
Andrew Maass
Andy McLeod, Secretary
Darryl Paulson
Michael Pender
Steve Seibert, Treasurer
Brenda Simmons
Margo Stringfield
Robert Sumner
Jon Ward

Carl Eric Thomas
Sarah Thompson
Sandra and Thomas Thurlow
Doris Tomala
Robert Trinkle
University of West Florida
Venice Archives & Area
Historical Collection
Gail Wall
Priscilla Watkins
Ruth Webb
Judy Westbrook
Nancy White
Quinton and Susan White
Carol Willis
Beth Willoughby
Russell and Nadine Wills
Sidney Wilson
Douglas Windham
Sandy and Suzanne Wismer
Paul and Dorothy Wittenberg
Betty Workman
E. Lynne Wright
Dr. & Mrs. H.K. Wu
Karen Yudiski
Thomas and Sena Zane
Charlotte Zubler
FHC would also like to recognize the
contributions of our numerous donors who
gave $49 or less, as well as the generous
in-kind support of our board members and
other friends of FHC.
We have attempted to ensure the accuracy
of this report, which includes all gifts of
$50 or more. If we have misrepresented
or omitted a contribution, please contact
our office at (727)873-2001 or via email at
cguidry@flahum.org.
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Be a part of the Florida Story,
contribute to the Florida
Humanities Council

“Floridians should support the work of the Florida Humanities Council because
its programming enriches our lives and allows us to experience aspects of the life
and culture of Florida that we would not otherwise experience.”
—Peter Belmont, member since 1998

Give today at www.floridahumanities.org/support

